
B A Y L O R  G L O B A L  M I S S I O N S

“Baylor will be a community recognized for Informed Engagement…where our Christian faith, in conjunction 
with our expertise and resources, inspires a desire to address systemic problems facing our community, both 

local and global, and renews our dedication to improvement of self and service to others.”
-Aspirational Statement III

The purpose of Baylor Missions is to shape Baylor’s faithful engagement with Waco and the world by creat-
ing intentional opportunities to integrate faith, learning, and service within a broad worldview.

In fulfillment of its mission, Baylor Missions seeks to educate students about vocation as mission, 
Christian responsibility, and the practice of intentionality. We help students: practice intentionality within

 the context of their mission experiences, apply the practice of Christian responsibility to their mission 
experiences and discuss the concept of vocation as calling. 

W H O  W E  A R E

In fulfillment of its mission, Baylor Missions seeks to educate students about vocation as mission, 
Christian responsibility, and the practice of intentionality. We help students: practice intentionality within

 the context of their mission experiences, apply the practice of Christian responsibility to their mission 
experiences and discuss the concept of vocation as calling. 

 Students who participate in Baylor Missions programs will
Practice respect for differences within our community.:
Articulate how you have seen God at work and how you can participate.
Describe how they can use their skills and passions, in the future, to impact the world.

Each leader can speak briefly about the team they lead and how they got involved. This is 
where you can show new students why Urban Missions is worth their time. Tell them about the rela-
tionships you’ve built with our community partners, the poeple you’re working with at sites, and the 
other members of your team. Leading a team is a commitment that requires you to believe in what 

you’re doing, and we all have our own reasons for that. Use this time to share yours!

O U R  G U I D I N G  P R I N C I P L E S

At BU Missions, we believe that we can participate in God’s Kingdom work through our work, by both finding 
situations that utilize our specific skills as well as living out the Christian life everyday in the classroom,

 workplace and community.

 As we consider mission projects, global or community partners, and team leaders, we use the 
 following principles to guide our decisions.

Discipline-Specific Missions: We focus primarily on a discipline-specific approach to
 missions as it helps our students understand how they can use their specific strengths 
and passions in service of Christ  and the world. 

Global Partners: We work in relationship with global partners, those individuals or 
organizations in country that help lead the way to meet the needs of their community. 

Reciprocity: It is our goal to create a life experience where mutual transformation occurs. 
It is our intent to learn from other cultures and share with them our knowledge, resources 
and care 

Long-Term Commitment: We will commit 3-5 years of sending Baylor teams to a specific 
location and to address a particular issue specific to that community.

Reflection/Integration: We believe it is our responsibility to insure that all students have 
an outlet for reflection on their experience. It is our hope that through this reflection
 process, we are helping our students integrate this experience into their daily lives.
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Beginning in 2015, Baylor Missions awarded small grants to faculty and staff who want to pursue
discipline-specific research in conjunction with missional endeavors. This creates a new model of engagement 
for Baylor faculty who are highly engaged in research activity and would like to partner with us. We think deeply 

about the impact we have in our students’ lives and in the communities where we serve. We want to dig 
deeper to discover evidence-based practices that lead to human flourishing on a greater scale.

R E S E A R C H


